
 

Pre K May 11-15, 2020  Reading/Phonics   Writing  Math   Rhyme and Rhyme 
Recognition   

Monday  Identify the Letters and 
sounds A-E   

 (On Google search 
school tube letter y 
song)   

Find or name something 
that begins with each 

letter. A-E 

 Read a story.   

Read, Read, Read!!!!  

Draw a line down 
(vertical), line across 

(horizontal), and circle. 
Have your child repeat 

after you model. This can 
be done just tracing with 
your finger on the table, 

in sand or shaving cream, 
or with paper and 

crayons. 

Count 10 objects 

(touch each object as 
you count) 

Learn Rhyme   
“Star Light, Star Bright”  
Say each word pair. Have your 
child repeat the words.  Show 

thumbs up if they rhyme,  
thumbs down if the words do 

not rhyme.  
Flat, bat 
For, door  
Twice, rice  
Knock, dock  

Tuesday  Identify the Letters and 
sounds F-K 

Find or name something 
that begins with each 

letter. F-K  

Read, Read, Read!!!!  
 

 

Draw a cross and a 
square. Have your child 
repeat after you model. 

This can be done just 
tracing with your finger 
on the table, in sand or 
shaving cream, or with 

paper and crayons.  

Sort the same items such 
as shoes and socks. Make 
a big pile and have them 

sort them into 2 piles 

Practice Nursery Rhyme  
Say each word pair. Have your 
child repeat the words. Show 

thumbs up if they rhyme,  
thumbs down if the words do 

not rhyme.  
Shop, hop 
Too, zoo 
Hive, dive  
Name, came 

Wednesday  Identify the Letters and 

sounds L-P 

Find or name something 

that begins with each 

letter. L-P 

Read, Read, Read!!!! 

Draw a diagonal linefrom 
left to right, draw a 

diagonal line from right 
to left. Have your child 
repeat after you model. 

This can be done just 
tracing with your finger 
on the table, in sand or 
shaving cream, or with 

paper and crayons. 

Make and solve a word 
problem. 

You may use anything. 
 

Ex. 5 frogs sat on a lily 
pad. 2 frogs jumped into 

the water. How many 
frogs are on the lily pad 

now? 

 

Practice Nursery Rhyme  
Say each word pair. Have your 
child repeat the words.  Show 

thumbs up if they rhyme,  
thumbs down if the words do 

not rhyme. 
 

Right, quite 

Shy, fly 
Thing, ring 
Take, make 

  

Thursday  Identify the Letters and 

sounds Q-U 

Find or name something 

that begins with each 

letter. Q-U 

 Read, Read, Read!!!!   

Draw an X and a 
triangle. Have your child 
repeat after you model. 

This can be done just 
tracing with your finger 
on the table, in sand or 
shaving cream, or with 

paper and crayons.  

Write numbers out  

Have your child count that 
many items out. The child is 

matching the written 
numeral to the quantity.  

Practice Nursery Rhyme  
Say each word pair. Have your 
child repeat the words.  Show 

thumbs up if they rhyme,  
thumbs down if the words do 

not rhyme. 

Dark, park 
Chest, west 
Neat, sweet 
Vote, moat 

Friday   Identify the Letters and 
sounds V-Z 

Find or name something 
that begins with each 

letter V-Z 

Say the word. Students 
repeats the word. What 

sound did you hear at the 
end of the word? 

Fox /xs/ 

Fuzz /z/ 

Ran /n/ 

Small /l/ 

Yet /t/ 

Read, Read, Read!!!!  

Pick a Fine motor activity   

(examples below)  
Make simple things with 

play-doh or modeling 
clay. Be creative- pizza, 

cookies, shapes, ect. 
 

Roll and make letter out 
of play-doh! 

 
See play-doh recipes to 

make your own! 

When playing with play-
doh, add small items such 
as beads, buttons, small 

toys, ect. Have your child 
count how many are in 

the play-doh.  

Practice Nursery Rhyme  
Say each word pair. Have your 
child repeat the words.  Show 

thumbs up if they rhyme,  
thumbs down if the words do 

not rhyme.  
Blow, snow 

Hair, care 

Hill, will 

Rain, cane  

  



Other Activities Name the days of the 
week. 

Practice birthday and 
telephone number 
Practice yoga pose 

Name the months of 
the year.  

Practice birthday and 
address.    

Practice yoga pose  

Name the 4 seasons.  

Practice birthday, 

telephone and address. 

Practice yoga pose 

Name the 5 senses. 
(The 5 ways we learn) 

Seeing, hearing, 
smelling, tasting and 

touching. 

Practice yoga pose 

 
Nursery Rhyme – Star Light, Star Bright 
 

                                                                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stephen Fite is live each week night at 

7:00 p.m 

Go to Facebook.-com/stephenfite-rocks 

 

Dear Parents, 

This will be our last 
week for distance 
learning lesson plans. 
We hope you all have a 
wonderful summer and 
remember to keep 
reviewing! 



Fine Motor Ideas 

 


